Introducing UVA’s Bachelor of Science (BS) degree in Materials Science & Engineering (MSE)

- 8 core MSE courses, 5 MSE electives
- Research and design emphasis

Why MSE?

- An interdisciplinary field that incorporates engineering, chemistry, and physics
- Materials Scientists and Engineers develop, study and test the materials that lay the foundation for engineering designs and development
- Discoveries in materials science enable developments in many fields of technology including aerospace, additive manufacturing, quantum computing, hard disk technologies, thermoelectrics, sustainable materials, and soft/bio materials
- Be part of this critical and growing field - join us in MSE!

The new degree program will officially begin enrolling students beginning in spring 2021. First-year students, internal and external transfers can start the matriculation process in fall 2020. For more information, email us at BSinMSE@virginia.edu